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Abstract  
 

Computer networks have become an essential part of human life. These computer networks are 
being attacked every day and it is difficult to detect and prevent these attacks by conventional 
methods such as anti-virus protection, user authentication and use of firewalls only. A radical way 
of constantly monitoring the network interface for vulnerabilities is needed to detect and respond 
to these attack events. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have been of interest to researchers for 
some time now and can provide advance warning against impending attacks due to its in-depth 
detection and logging of malicious activities. Most of the current intrusion detection systems have 
mainly concentrated on detection of intrusions with no mechanism incorporated to respond to such 
intrusions. Also popular intrusion detection systems detect attacks based on policy or signature 
and hence are able to detect known attacks only. However a hybrid intrusion detection system 
detects both known and unknown attacks. In this report, a hybrid intrusion detection system that 
detect known attacks and unknown attacks is presented. The hybrid IDS was trained to detect 
unknown attacks using a statistical model. The information used for training the hybrid IDS was 
collected from a business LAN. The performance of the hybrid IDS was tested, under inside and 
outside attacks. The results were quite encouraging as the hybrid IDS was effective in detecting 
and preventing attacks from succeeding by automatically reconfiguring firewall rules. 
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Introduction 
 
A network can be considered as an interconnected system based on approved protocols which 
exchange information (Adat and Gupta, 2018) among the devices operating via the network 
infrastructure. Digital technology adoption has surged across industries over the past two years, 
catalyzed by the pandemic. This has helped drive innovation and unlocked new possibilities. 
However, security and data privacy continue to be the major consideration in the selection and 
utilization of a network systems for most organizations as more organizational operations are 
performed using the internet. 
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Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are emerging as a reliable way to detect malicious attacks and 
reinstate network security in the cloud environment (Raj and Pani (2021). 
 
Related Works 

 
Existing literatures on network security and intrusion detection systems were reviewed. From 
existing literature we can define Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) as software/ hardware designed 
to monitor network traffic or computer activities and alert administrators of suspicious activities 
(Fung, 2011). 

 
Effectively detecting intrusions in the computer networks still remains problematic. This is because 
cyber attackers are changing packet contents to confuse the intrusion detection system (IDS). To 
manage the computer network flows and provide the security in advance; the components of the 
IDSs, the approaches and technologies that are used, the nature of the attacks, and the tools that 
are used, need to be examined deeply (Ozkan-Okay et al., 2021). 

 
IDS differ in the ways they detect attacks and handle threats. The most common approaches used 
to detect attacks include misuse intrusion detection, anomaly intrusion detection, and hybrid 
intrusion detection (Mgabile et al., 2012). Signature based intrusion detection systems rely on a 
set of rules (also known as signatures) for detecting intrusion activity. A signature can be described 
as a conditional rule, which is tested on an instance of activity, identifying a specific type (Cole et 
al., 2009). Anomaly detection is concerned with identifying events that appear to be anomalous 
with respect to normal system behavior. A wide variety of techniques including data mining, 
statistical modeling and hidden markov models have been explored as different ways to approach 
the anomaly detection problem (Nachan, et al., 2021).  

 

 
Fig. 1: Intrusion Detection in a LAN Scenario 

 
The hybrid system implemented in this work is a combination of signature based detection using 
Snort rules to implement signature based detection and a statistical method to implement anomaly 
detection, We have built a module which can detect unknown attacks and integrated it with Snort 
(an open source IDS) for signature detection. 
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Methodology 
 

A local area network (LAN) was configured using static IP addressing for the server and client 
computers. Several network data traces were collected to use for the demonstration. The normal 
activity in the business LAN consists of accessing e-mails, browsing, authentication, uploading and 
downloading of files etc requiring the following network protocols: tcp, http, ack, arp, dns, https, 
and arp etc. A log or record of this normal data trace was made and kept to be used for the 
experiments. 

 
The procedure for signature or rule based detection consists of first copying the rules for 
matching packets, into a rules folder and requiring the IDS it use the rules in the IDS config file. 
The system when ran, begins to sort the packets and match it against the rules file. It checks for 
any offending packets. Once there is a match, the system provides an alarm response. If no 
alarm is raised, the data is simply logged into the database. 

 
In anomaly detection, training and detection are the two processes carried out. The system is 
trained with data free of attacks in order to learn the normal profile. In the training mode, the 
system learns and updates the normal profile using a statistical formula which computes a new 
mean and standard deviation whenever an additional packet is captured at the network 
interface. The packets that enter the network are stored in a buffer during an analysis cycle and 
analyzed at the end of the cycle. An anomaly analysis engine checks for anomaly in the network 
traffic using the sample mean and standard deviation model which is a statistical tool we used 
for training the anomaly detector in the hybrid IDS. According to Denning(1987), when using the 
mean and standard deviation model, a new observation is abnormal if it falls outside a 
confidence interval that is d standard deviations from the mean for some parameter d:  mean + 
d * stdev.  
 
The statistical formula used to update the mean and (estimated) variance of the sequence, for 

an additional element newx , where, nx  denotes the sample mean of the first n samples (x1, x2,.…. 

xn-1), 2
ns  their sample variance, and 2

n  their population variance is stated in equations  (1) - (2):  
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x < µ + 3(σ) + T  normal traffic (T  0)   
 
Where xn = Number of packets counted in the cycle (e.g IP:Port combination)  
µ = Mean score of packets counted  
σ = Standard Deviation  
T = Threshold n = the Cycle no 
x = packet count (score) 
 

The anomaly analysis engine uses mean and standard deviation (computed from the variance) 
rather than variance itself, because the area under the normal distribution curve is obtained 
using the values of the mean and standard deviation. Figure 1 shows the confidence region for 
a normal distribution. 
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Figure 2: Normal distribution curve 
 

The baseline for a detection event is the upper bound for the third standard deviation from mean 
plus a pre-assigned threshold value (T). Thus our baseline is given as x < μ + 3σ + T, where T is 
the threshold. The defined upper bound of x < μ + 3σ + T is a normal region, where the proportion 
of observed packet scores falling in the region is at least 99.7%. Beyond this normal region, the 
observed packets are anomalous. The graphic user interface (GUI) and anomaly detection engine 
components of hybrid IDS were developed with Java programming language which is a general 
purpose, concurrent, class-based, object-oriented programming language. Since JAVA is not native 
to windows, we used a wrapper for WinPCap called JPCap to capture the packets from the device’s 
network interface card.  

 
After packet capture, the system was required to check if it is operating in learning mode or 
detection mode. When the system is working in learning mode, it would store the mean score and 
standard deviations (profiles) of these captured packets in an anomaly profile database. However 
if the system is working in the detection mode, it will match the captured packets against the 
normal profiles of packets already recorded in the database during training. This method of 
detection owes to the fact that: 99.7% of the data falls under three standard deviation of the mean. 

 
Results 

 
A prototype of the hybrid IDS has been implemented and tested for signature based detection 
and anomaly based detection using real time data collected on a LAN, and the IDEVAL 1999 
DARPA dataset. For the demonstration, the hybrid IDS was configured a host computer on the LAN.  
Wireshark (a network protocol analyzer) was configured on another one of the hosts on the LAN. 
We also installed Nmap or network mapper (an open source utility for network exploration and 
security auditing) and NSA’s http traffic generator on a computer that would emulate an attacker, 
attacking from both within the network and from outside the network depending on the attack 
scenario. 

 
Results for inside attack scenario 
A host computer on our LAN performed an intense port scan of the network using Nmap and then 
sent reassembled packets with a bogus IP address that is classified as a “bogon” using http traffic 
generator. The hybrid IDS detected a bogon here with IP:PORT 184.168.221.84:80. The bogus 
packet is destined for the IP:PORT 192.168.0.2:1433. 
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Results for outside attack scenario  
1. The hybrid IDS detecting an instance of crafted packets with bogus IP headers sent to an 
attacked host (192.168.0.2) on the LAN 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Showing attacks detected from Nmap and HTTP traffic generator simulated data 
 

2. The hybrid IDS response mechanism automatically block packets that trigger alerts on the 
network from further communication on the visited port. Note that the traffic was generated by 
Nmap and http traffic generator hence the bogus source IPs obtained.  

 

 
Figure 3: Showing list of IP addresses which were detected performing intrusive activity and 

hence blocked from further communication on the visited port. 
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